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Thrust measurements have been made with a range of jet-flap blowing 

configurations in an attempt to clarify the origins of the momentum losses 

associated with jot-flap wings. As a basis for comparison, thrust 

measurements have also been made on a series of simple circular nozzles. 

The relative importance of various factars which contribute to the losses 

has been determined, and ways of reducing the losses are suggested. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

With jet-flap wings, a large proportion of the efflux from the 
propulsive engine3 is ejected as a thin jet sheet over the upper surface 
of a trailing-edge flap. The latter is incorporated primarily to deflect 
the jet downwards through the required angle to the mainstream, with a 
resulting gain in pressure lift on the wing. It has been found that the 
jet loses an appreciable proportion of its momentum as it passes chordwise 
from the wing main duct to the flap trailing-edge, even when the flap is 

undef'lected during cruise. Several factors contribute to this loss and an 
experiment was carried out on a half-model of an aspect-ratio 6 rectangular 
jet-flap wing to examine the relative importance of the various items, This 
necessitated extremely careful measurements of thrust and maaa flow. 

As a preliminary study, to establish a realistic and reliable basis 
for cornprison, thrust measurements were made with a series of simple 
oiroular nozzles. Detailed velocity traverses were also made across the 
exits of these nozzles in an attempt to estimate the rate at which momentum 
was being ejected. 

2 MODEL DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Three different sharp-edged circular nozzles, designated A, B and C 
in Fig.2, were made with an exit diameter of 29000 inches and a contraction 
ratio of 9:l. On nozzle A the interior and exterior shapes were simple conea 
of 8*75’ and 14' semi-angle respectively. The exterior of nozzle B was 
identical with that of A, but the inside contour consisted of a 16' cone 
followed by 6 inches of constant section. The contraction of nozzle C was 
identical with 73, but the exterior contour was concave and so shaped that, 
over the last 2 inches of the nozzle, the wall thickness was less than 0002 
inches, being sharp-edged at the exit. Annular collars were made to fit 
round nozzles A and B 30 as to produce a bluff exit face of up to 6 inches 
external diameter. The nozzles were mounted on a section of standard 6 inch 
steel pipe. 

The basic jet-flap model comprised the rectangular half wing and 
body used in earlier jet-flap experiments. (Refs. 1,2). The wing was a 
symmetrical 127; thick modified R.A.E. 104 section and the chord varied 
between 18-8 and 20 inches depending on the trailing-edge condition. 
Details of the various jet-flap configurations tested are given in Fi.g.1. 
The blowing nozzle consisted of a gentle contraction followed by a 
parallel slot section which was five slot widths in length. In all condi- 
tions, the nominal slot width was 0.08 inches, though in practice it varied 
between O-079 and 00085 inches. The slot width variation over the 54 inch 
slot span was carefully measured over the range of pressure ratio, 30 that 
the slot exit area was known to within about tl%s. In the flap blowing 
configurations the slot width was set with 04115 inch wide rectangular 
spacers every two inches across the span. Pull-span flaps of one and two 
inch chord were available and the hinge point could be moved normal to the 
wing lower surface. In the trailing-edge blowing configuration, the gap 
was fixed by spacers in the contraction, so that spacers in the slot itself 
were unnecessary. Tests were first made without alot spacers and then with 
0.25 inch and 0.5 inch wide rectangular spacers, at two inch intervals acroaa 
the span. The basic trailing-edge thickness was 0.34 inches. This bluffness 
could be increased to 0*9 inch with the additional trailing-edge pieces 
shown in Fig.1. Simple full-span, 1 inch and 2 inch long, flat plate chord 
extensions were tested with the trailing-edge blowing, the upper surface 
being taken as a continuation of the lower slot wall, thus representing a 
flap with zero deflection angle. 
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The thrust measurements were made with the models mounted on the under 
floor balance of the No.2 11s ft x 8$ ft tunnel at R.A.E. and in all cases 
the compressed air jets were ejected into the working section of the tunnel. 
The circular nozzles were tested onJy at zero tunnel speed with blowing 
pressure ratios between 1007 and 1*85. For the jet-flap wing, the maximum 
available pressure ratio was l-5 with no slot spacers, and 2.1 with maximum 
blockage; the tunnel speed was varied between 0 and 250 ft/sec. Care was 
taken with all the static thrust measurements to check the interference from 
the tunnel walls and from the flow induced round the tunnel. With the 
circular nozzles, the jets were directed upstream into the maximum section of 
the tunnel to minimise flow recirculation and, by shielding the 6 inch pipe 
and flanges, it was checked that there were no induced thrust losses, except 
for possible boundary-layer losses on the external surfaces of the actual 
nozzles. 

The measurements of mass-flow rate, Q, were taken outside the tunnel 
on a static calibrating rig, using a standard orifice plate of area-ratio 
0*5 (Ref. 3 Ch.6), in the 6 inch pipeline ahead of the jet. The mass-flow 
was calibrated against a reference pressure upstream of the jet which was 
simply related to the mean total head pD in the jet outside the nozzle wall 
boundary-layer. A theoretical isentropic mass flow Q, was calculated using 

PD' atmospheric pressure p,, duct stagnation temperature TD and the jet exit 
area. (See Appendix.) In general Q, is slightly larger than QI since the 
estimate of Q, ignores the boundary-layer losses. With the circular nozzles, 
traverses of total pressure pt, and static pressure p, were made across the 
jet face, in order to estimate these losses. The total head tube had an 
external diameter of 09020 inches, and corrections were made for wall and 
boundary-layer interference, using Ref.&. The static tube was 0*12 inches 
in diameter sndwas of a shape to give zero correction when used in a 
uniform stream. There was a possible error in the present case, as only a 
short length of the supporting stem was in the jet stream. However, the 
static pressure traverses agreed well with inner wall static pressure 
measurements near the exit of nozzle B, so the error was assumed to be 
negligible. From P,, pt and TJ), it was possible to calculate the local 

mean value of p V, and hence to derive a second estimate of mass flow 

1 

Q, = 
J 

2xrpVd.r = 
s 

T ,/-TD [I - (:ff (-f p, dr . 
2~ r 108*31 

0 

It was assumed that the ratios +9 3 were functions only of the nozzle 

pD I 1 
geometry and p, and that they were independent of day-to-day variations in 

0 

PO9 T. This assumption was quite reasonable and was necessitated 
by the fact that, with the existing rig, mass flow Q could not be measured 
directly when the model was mounted on the balance. 

A purely theoretical estimate 11, of the jet momentum was derived 
assuming constant total and static pressure pD, p, across the jet. 
(See Appendix,) A second semi-theoretical estimate Q Vj, was obtained using 
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the theoretical centre-line exit velocity V. J 
obtained by isentropic expansion 

from pD to p,; this is the usual reference momentum quoted for jet flap 

model results. For the circular nozzles a further estimate id2 was obtained 

by integrating across the jet face the product of the local value of p V and 
the theoretical V', assuming isentropic expansion from local pPt to po* 

1 

M* = 
i 

27x r 
144 x 4y5*0 Ps [, -(f2-y[, -(!3&.L.fdr . 

0 

Once again the ratios 
Q Vj ~2 
-, M were assumed to be independent of day-to-day M 

1 1 
variations in atmospheric pressure. 

Slot boundary-layer traverses were not attempted with the jet flap 
wing, but the spanwise variation of centre-line total pressure was carefully 
measured to give a mean vdue for PD. From this and the measured mass flow, 

the quantities Q,, LL X1 and Q Vj could be calculated. The ratio Q could be 
1 

used as a rough guide of the slot boundary-layer thickness in conditions 
where there was approximately atmospheric pressure p, at the exit (see 
section 4.1). Hence, on the assumption of a specific boundary-layer profile 
in the slot, a quantity M2 could be defined equivalent to the M2 for the 

circular nozzles. 

3 CIRCULAR NOZZLE RESULTS - 

The mass flow calibration revealed that the ratio AL 
Ql 

was virtually 

constant for nozzles B and C rising from 0*965 at a pressure-ratio of 101 

to 0.97 when PD p was 1.85. Q For the convergent nozzle A, - increctsed 
0 Ql 

linearly with pressure-ratio, the results giving a relationship 

A 
Ql 

= 0.945 t 0.05 . The additional bluffness of the 6 inch diameter 

annular ring had no noticeable effect on the calibration. 

Traverses of total pressure pt were made at pressure ratios of I*33 

and 1.85 along several different radii across the face of each nozzle, These 
showed that the boundary-layer growth was, for all practical purposes, 
symmetrical round the jet circumference. Fig.4 shows the boundary-layer 
profiles for the two different 'contraction shapes; local velocity V' has 
been calculated from pt and p,. 

Static pressure traverses were done in less detail. With the parallel 
nozzles B and C, the Pressure was atmospheric across the jet, within the 
accuracy of the measurements. However, there was a large pressure gradient 
across the face of nozzle A as shown in Fig.3. 

For the parallel nozzles B and C the ratio A 
Q2' 

which should be unity, 

PD 
was "002 at P 

PD = 1033 and I*008 at p = I.85 so that agreement was very good. 
0 0 
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For the contracting nozzle, where the estimates of Q 2 and ?(I 2 were more 
dependent on the accuracy of the static pressure traverses the corresponding 
ratioswere I*010 and I*008 respectively. 

The thrust MT was measured on the balance over a range of pressure 
pD ratios p from -lo25 to 1.85. For the parallel nozzles, the ratios c. 

6 
OM >2 

and M, - were l*OO, 0097 and 0094 respectively. Possible inaccuracies in 

the various measurements of pressure, mass flow and thrust should not give 
more than about 21% error in these values. There was no measurable difference 
between results with nozzle C of zero bluffness and nozzle B with the 6 inch 

diameter annular collar. For the contracting nozzle A, the ratios $ 2) i&- 
j 

were I-005 and 0*990 respectively, showing that the thrust was equal to M2, 
1 

defined in section 2 as 
i 

27c r p V V' dr. On the other hand, the actual 

0 

1 

momentum, 
J 

27c r p IT2 dr at the exit of nozzle A was considerably less than 

M2, due tco the large static pressure at the exit, being only about 8% at 

the pressure-ratio of 1.85. 

These tests on the circular nozzles confirmed the reliability of the 
orifice plate for measurements of mass flow, and showed, for the circular 
nozzles at least, that the thrust generated was equal to the momentum 
produced on the assumption that the air expanded isentropically to atmospheric 
pressure. 

4 JXT FLAP RESULTS 

4.1 Static tests 

The mass flow Q was calibrated against internal duct pressure over the 
range of configurations for which the thrust was measured. The results are 

n 

summarised in Fig.5, where the ratio 
& 

is plotted against pressure-ratio 

pD I 
-. The datum position for the flap blowing was with the flap upper surface 
PO 

approximately tangential to the upper edge of the jet. This generated a back 
pressure in the slot due to the impact of the jet on the flap and reduced the 
mass flow by as much as 4 per cent. In contrast, with the trailing-edge 
blowing slot, additional bluffness increased the suction at the exit giving 
a rise in mass flow. 

The thrusts could most readily be discussed in terms of the known Q Vj 

values, as N2 could not be estimated directly due to the fact that no 
boundary-layer traverses were attempted. It was only possible to infer the 

boundary-layer thickness from an examination of values for + obtained when 
1 



the jet exit static pressure was atmospheric, and hence, by assuming a 

specific boundary-layer profile, 
*2 M2 to obtain rough estimates of - and QV . 

M2 *I 5 
It would appear that the ratio Q V - probably lay between 0.95 and 0*97, 

j 
and this would not conflict with rough theoretical estimates of boundary- 
layer growth inside the slot. 

*!c 
With trailing-edge blowing and with no slot blockage the ratio &y 

j 
was constant at O-945 independent of pressure-ratio. 
fuselage showed that & to 

Removal of the 
1 $ of the momentum was lost through skin friction 

on the rear fuselage. 
lAT 

Thus, without the fuselage, the ratio d would be 
2 

expected to lie between O-98 and -l*OO. Any remaining loss was probably due 
to the suction on the slightly bluff trailing-edge in the basic case. 
Increasing the bluffness to 0.9 inches produced a further 5~ loss. 

When the simple full-span, flat plate chord extensions were fitted, 

representing undeflected flaps, MT &V fell from 0*945, the basic value, to 
3 

0091 and 0*89, for the 1 inch and 2 inch chord extensions respectively. 

With the largest span spacers (O-5 inch wide) fitted at 2 inch 
Q intervals along the slot, a large variation of - with pressure-ratio was 
Ql 

introduced, (see Pig.5) but no explanation could be offered. Tho ratio 
jAT - was 0*93 and 00925 with spacer 

Q "j 
widths of 0025 inch and O* 5 inch as 

against the basic value of 0.945. *2 It seems unlikely that the ratio &v 
1 

would remain constant when spacers were fitted. 

For the flap-blowing configurations proper, it was 
optimum position for the flap was with its upper surface 

MT 
tangential to the lower jet boundary. For example, v 

j 

J 

found that the 
approximately 

was 0*835 with the 

2 inch chord flap in the datum position, with the flap tangential to the upper 
jet boundary. The ratio increased as the flap was lowered, reaching a maxi- 
mum value of 0.865 with the flap Oe-10 inches below the datum, and then 
falling away again, reaching 0*835 at a depth of 0.25 inches below datum. 
The difference between this maximum valuo of 0*865 and the value of 0.89 
recorded with the trailing-edge blowing slot and 2 inch chord extension was 
due partly to the presence of spacers in the true flap-blowing slot, and 
partly perhaps to the more gentle contraction (see Fig.1) which could be 
expected to give a thicker boundary-layer, 

Lowering the flap produced a small gap between the flap and the main . wing, and the above results were obtained with this gap sealed. With the 
flap in the optimum position, the gap size was about half the slo'c width, 

MT and it was found that a gain of about 1% in - 
Q vj 

could be achieved by 

unsealing the gap. The gap size did not appear to be very critical, as 
similar thrust increments were obtained with all other flap positions 
except for those where impact of the jet on the flap produced a high 
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pressure at the jet exit, as in the datum case. This effect was moat 
probably due to air drawn from the wing lower surface, producing a buffer 
between the flap and the jet and thus reducing the flap akin friction losses. 

4.2 Effects of forward speed 

At forward speed, the momentum MT has been taken as the sum of the 
measured thrust, the basic wing drag with no jet flow, and the estimated 
lift-dependent drag5, which was always small. With the 2 inch chord flap in 
the datum position, the upper and lower wing surfaces were almost continuous 
to the sharp trailing-edge and the basic wing drag was then a minimum. In 

Kj! 
this condition, forward speed had no effect on- , which was constant at 

vO ii 
00835 over the range of velocity ratio r from 0 to 005. Dropping the flap 

j 
O-1 inches had little effect on the basic wing drag, in spite of slight steps 

MT 
in the wing contour, and again forward speed had no effect onm l 

‘ 
j 

In the other conditions, steps in the contour, or trailing-edge 
bluffness, were sufficient to cause a significant increase in basic wing 
drag, due partly to the suction on the rearward faces. Suction was also 
generated on these faces by jet flow at zero forward speed and when the two 
effect3 were combined, the results were difficult to understand. Forward 

MT 
speed decreased the value of - Q V. and the effect became more marked as the 

J 
bluffness increased. In the worst condition, with the O*? inch thick 

trailing-edge and a forward speed of 250 ft/sec, IIT - was reduced to about 
Q Vj 

92p of the static value. The results were not conclusive, but the decrease 
appeared to be dependent on velocity, rather than velocity-ratio as would 
have been expected. 

4.3 Effect of flap an& 

A few measurements of resultant force were made at zero nominal 
tunnel speed for flap angles of 30°, 60' and 90'. In these conditions the 
velocities induced round the tunnel and the interference from the tunnel 
walls, could have a significant effect on the measurements. Though attempts 
were made to assess the overall interference, the results should be treated 
with caution. It appeared that the ratio between the resultant force and 
the zero flap angle thrust was approximately l*OO, 0~95, 0081 at flap angles 
of 3o”, 60' and 90" respectively, so that large deflections of the jet could 
be achieved with quite small turning losses. It was not known to what 
extent the results depended on the particular flap geometry tested. 

At forward speed, with the flaps deflected, the lift-dependent drag is 
larger than woul$ be estimated by existing theory. This problem has been dis- 
cussed elsewhere 9 but unfortunately, in the absence of reliable force 
measurements on 2-dimensional blowing configurations, no satisfactory form 
of analysis is available. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The results have shown that there are two main Sources of momentum loss 
with jet-flap wings at small deflection angles, namely boundary-layer growth 
in the blowing slot, and skin friction losses over the upper surface of the 
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trailing-edge flap normalljr used to produce the jet deflection, With 
careful design of the slot C;zometry, to avoid separation and to minimise 
skin friction, there is no reason why the boundary-layer losses should 
exceed those for simple circular nozzles. If a trailing-edge flap is used 
there will certainly be a further loss, but this can be rduced to perhaps 
78 or .!+$ by keeping the fla? as small as possible compatible with high 
lift requirements, and by careful alignment of the flap relative to the 
blowing slot. Of course, if the flap is not needed except for high lift 
and can be retracted without leaving excessive trailing-edge bluffness, 
this loss will not affect the cruise performance. 

PD 
PC3 
Pt 
ps 
P 
T 

TD 

V 

V' 

V. 
3 

Q 

Ql 
Q2 

I$ 
M, 

X 2 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

duct total pressure 

atmospheric or free stream static pressure 

local 

local 

local 

local 

total pressure 

static pressure 

density 

temperature in OC 

duct temperature in OC 

local velocity = 147-l jx ft/sec 

theoretical, expanded local velocity = 147*1 

theoretical, expanded centre-line velocity = 147-l 

measured mass flow 

mass flow estimate based on Vj and area 

mass flow estimate = 
i 

;,vds 

measured thrust or momentum 

momentum estimate based on V. and area 
J 

momentum estimate = 
s 

,3 v V' as 
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Bernoulli's equation for compressible flow gives 

pD = E+ti$ 
6 P *Y 

whel-e pD¶ pD are stagnation pressure and density respectively, and p, p are 

ambient conditions where the local velocity is V, y is the ratio of the 
specific heats. 

Par isentropic processes _g_= 
PY 

const from which 

r-l 
..Q = PDLY . 
P 0 pD 'D 

The speed of sound a 

R is the gas constant. 

Hence 

y R T where T is the local temperature ana 

giving 

where the duct stagnation temperature TD is in oICelvi.n and y = 1.4. 

Now 
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Appendix 

therefore 

where the local pressure p is measured in inches of mercury. Hence the mass 
flow can be determined for the circular nozzles and in the notation of the 
main text 

I 
Q, = J 

2nr 108*3 ( 
-Tqyq- 1’ - ($y]' (27 p, dr lb/set 

0 

and 

1 

Q2 = 
s 

TT [I - (~f~(~~ p, dr lb/set 
2xr 40893 

0 

with r measured in inches. 

In producing the first estimate of momentum M, (= o,,V~) the pressures 

pD, po have been used to define p and Vj giving 

pvj2 = *(?)F$ (1 -(z$?) 

and hence 

1 

Id, = 
J 

2nr 
T 495*0 PO 

0 

where po is in inches of mercury. 
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Appendix 

In determining M2 the pressures pt9 ps have been used to define the 
mass flow rate p V, but the effective velocity V' for the momentum has 
been obtained by assuming isentropic expansion from local stagnation 
pressure pt to atmospheric pressure p,. Hence 

&I* = 
i 

27crpVV'dr 
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